Model: JK710RCUSB / JK710RCUSG
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7 ft x 10 ft Rectangle
Trampoline & Enclosure

2. Must place the trampoline on lawn, bark wood chip, sand or cushioning materials.
3. Maintain a free space of minimum 2500mm on all sides of the trampoline. This area should not included
concrete, bitumen, brick, or other hard surfaces as these can cause serious injuries.
recommended.
Provide clearance for wires, tree limbs, and other possible hazards.
and trampoline enclosure away from walls, structures
fences, and others play areas. Maintain a clear space on all sides of the trampoline and trampoline
enclosure.
6. Place the trampoline and trampoline enclosure on a level surface before use.
7. Use the trampoline and trampoline enclosure in
required for indoor or shady areas.
8. Secure the trampoline and trampoline enclosure against unauthorized and unsupervised use.
10. The trampoline enclosure is only to be used as an enclosure for a trampoline of a size for which the
enclosure is designed.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

mpoline. Landing on the head or neck can cause serious
injury, paralysis, or death, even when landing in the middle of the bed.
Do not allow more than one person on the trampoline and trampoline enclosure. Use by more than one
sult in serious injuries.
Use trampoline and trampoline enclosure only with mature, knowledgeable supervision.
Trampoline over 20 in. (51 cm) tall are not recommended for use by children under 6 years of age.
The trampoline is designed for users weighing 90 kg (200 lbs.) or less.
Misuse and abuse of the trampoline is dangerous and can cause serious injuries.

trampoline or while jumping. Stay in the center of the bed when jumping. Do not use the trampoline
without the frame pad securely in place to cover the frame. The frame pad is not designed or intended to
support the weight of the user. Do not step or jump directly onto the frame pad.
19. The trampoline is a rebounding device that propels the user to unaccustomed heights and into a variety
riking the frame or springs, or improperly landing
on the bed may cause injury.
rp or breakable.
20. Do not jump on the trampoline while holding an object,
21. Inspect the trampoline and trampoline enclosure before each use. Make sure the frame padding, barrier
and the enclosure support (frame) padding is corre

e the trampoline as a
springboard to other objects.
t with the trampoline bed. Learn this skill before

WARNING
ADVERTENCIA

Do not attempt or allow
somersaults. Serious injuries,
paralysis, or death may result.

Do not allow more than one person
on the trampoline at a time.

No intente o permita volteretas. Aterrizando
en la cabeza o cuello puede causar lesiones
graves, parálisis, o muerte, incluso
aterrizando al centro del trampolín.

To reduce the chance of
landing on your head or neck,
do not do somersaults(flips).

Use trampoline only with mature,
knowledgeable supervision.

No permita más de una persona en el
trampolín.
Su uso por más de una persona al mismo
tiempo aumenta el riesgo de lesiones.
Use el trampolín con madures y supervisión
conocedor.
Not recommended for children under 6
years of age.
Read instructions before use.
Inspect before use and replace any worn,
defective or missing parts.

Avoid bouncing when tired.

Este trampolín no se recomienda para uso
de niños menores de 6 años.
Leer instrucciones antes de usar el
trampolín.
In las piezas defectuosas, desgastadas o
faltantes.

While keeping the head erect, focus eyes on the trampoline toward the perimeter.
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PARTS LIST
Part

A

Description:
L-Top tube with
T-Connector +
welded tube
Quantity: 2
Part

F

Description:
Centre legs
Quantity: 4

Part

K

Description:
Frame pad
Quantity: 1

Part

P

Part

B

Description:
Top Tube
Quantity: 2

Part

G

L

Part

H

Description:
7inch Springs
Quantity: 56

Part

Description:
Bottom enclosure
poles
Quantity: 8

Q

C

Description:
L-Top tube with
T-Connector +
welded tube
Quantity: 2
Part

Description:
Leg extensions
Quantity: 8

Part

Part

M

Description:
Top enclosure poles
Quantity: 8

R

Part

Description:
Top Tube
(Curved)
Quantity: 2
Part

Description:

Quantity: 8

Description:
Spring tool
Quantity: 1

Description:
Cords
Quantity: 6

I

Part

N

Description:
Black G3 poles
Quantity: 2

Part

Part

S

E

Description:
T-connector +
Welded tube
Quantity: 8
Part

Description:
5.5inch Springs
Quantity: 4

7 ft x 10 ft Rectangle
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Self tapping screws

D

J

Description:
Stitched bed
Quantity: 1
Part

O

Description:
Enclosure netting
Quantity: 1

STEP 1 : ASSEMBLING THE FRAME

Top tube

B

L-Top tube

C

Top tube(Curved)

D

2 x L-tube with T-connector + welded tube - Part A
2 x Top tube - Part B
2 x L-tube with T-connector + welded tube - Part C
2 x Top tube (curve) - Part D
4 x Centre leg - Part F
8 x Leg extensions - Part G

Centre leg

F
G

You will need the following parts to complete
section 1a:

L-Top tube

A

Leg extension

F
G

E

A

E

Insert the Center leg and leg extensions into upright
tube on T-connector+Welded tube.
Note: You may need to tap the leg extension in
using a rubber mallet or by placing a piece of
wood over the top of the tube. Do not use a metal
hammer on the metal tube as this may distort the
end of tube.

Important: The frame is held together under
tension so you will have to use some force to
insert certain parts.
Place your feet on the top tubes and grip the leg
extension with both hands.
Pull the extension until it can be slotted into the
T-connector+Welded tube.
Slot the end of leg extension into the
T-connector+Welded tube.

Push down on the end of the centre leg to fully
inset the leg extension into the T-connector+Welded
tube.

We will complete the two sections of the trampoline frame. Slot the narrow end of the top tube
with T-connector+Welded tube.
Section 1.

Section 2.
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Repeat the last two steps until you have
assembled the remaining sections of the trampolines
frame.
You have now completed step.

STEP 2 : ASSEMBLING THE FRAME
This step will require 2 people who must be
wearing gloves.
Slot two of the frame section together as shown in
the diagram.

You will now need to slot the frame together, this
will take some force. The easiest method is if the
two people face each other.
Hold the top tubes either side of the
T-connector+Welded tube and push
towards each other until the loose end of the
frame can be inserted into the T-connector+
Welded tube.

D

A

C

B
B
C

D

A

Important: Ensure all of the top tubes, leg
extensions and centre legs are fully inserted.
The frame is now fully assembled and you have
now completed step 2.

STEP 3 : FITTING THE STITCHED BED

This step will require 2 people who must be
wearing gloves and protective eye wear.

J

Lay the stitched bed (with the V-Rings) out inside
the frame of the trampoline with the warning labels
facing upwards.

Colored
webbing

Locate the 4 V-Rings with the colored webbing.
These will be at 4 corners.

I
Slot one of the 5.5” springs onto one of the colored
webbing V-Rings as shown.
Important: springs must be slotted on the right way
around.

Slot the other end of the spring into one of the
spring slots in the top of the frame.
IMPORTANT: Ensure the spring is fully
inserted into the slot on the top of the frame.

Attach a spring to the diagonal yellow stitched
V-Ring.
Important: You will now need to use the spring
tool to attach the spring to the frame.
Hook the spring tool onto end of spring, and pull
until the spring can be slotted into the spring slot
on the top of the frame.
IMPORTANT: Ensure the spring is fully
inserted into the slot on the top of the frame.

Attach four more springs to the V-Rings then attach
them to the frame next to the T-connector+welded tube.

T-connector+welded tube

1

5
5.5” Spring

5.5” Spring

3

8

4

7
5.5” Spring

5.5” Spring
6

2

Continue to attach springs in the same sequence
as above: in the middle of each section, making
sure the next spring is attached on the opposite
side to even out the tension.
Important: The stitched bed is designed like
elastic to be bouncy, which means that during
Please
construction it may look like it won’t
note that it will stretch to the correct size when
attaching the springs, this may take some force.
The stitched bed is now
completed step 3.

and you have

STEP 4 : FITTING THE FRAME PAD

K

This step will require 2 people.
Lay the frame pad - Part K out over the edge of
the frame with the ties facing downwards.

Align the openings in the frame pad with the
T-connector+welded tube’s on the frame.

B

A

Frame Pad

Frame Pad
D-ring

C

Frame Pad
D-ring
Top tube

D-ring
Top tube

Top tube

Look under the trampoline and locate the pairs
of straps near the edge of bed(9) and Double
D-ring and webbing near the frame.
See the inset drawing. A, B and C. Repeat this
step with the remaining straps (not shown).

Webbing

Webbing

Webbing

The frame pad is now
completed step 4.

and you have

WARNING: The trampoline MUST NOT be used
during construction.

You will need the following parts to complete step 5:
8 x Bottom enclosure tubes - Part L
8 x Top enclosure tubes - Part M
8 x Self tapping screws - Part P
You will also need a cross-head screwdriver (not
supplied).

Slot the bottom enclosure tube into the tubes in
the T-connector+welded tubes visible through the slots
in the frame pad.

Assemble the seven enclosure tubes
using the three self tapping screws and the
cross-head screwdriver.

Slot the eight enclosure tubes into the
T-connector+welded tube's on the frame.

The enclosure tubes are now
completed step 5.

24

and you have

Black G3
poles

- Part O
2 x Black G3 poles - Part N

Find the sleeves that run along the top of the
enclosure netting.

Slot the thin sections on the two black G3 poles
into the metal ends so the poles become two long
sections.

Slot one of the Black G3 poles through three of
the sleeves on the top of the enclosure netting.

Slot the remaining Black G3 poles through the
three other sleeves on the top of the enclosure
netting.

You will now join the two ends of the Black G3
will require two people.
Both people hold two of the poles end sections
and walk towards each other to bend the poles
into a circle.

As soon as the poles are bent enough, insert the
connectors into the socket on the other pole (1
Push the pin inwards (2
connector.
Ensure the pin is protruding through the slot in the
socket.
You may need to slide the connected poles around
in the nettings sleeves until the thin black sections
are aligned with the gaps between sleeves.

Stand on the trampoline and insert one of the
exposed sections of the Black G3 pole into a
plastic grip on top of one of the enclosure poles.

7 6

5
4 8
Attach the seven other exposed sections of the
G3 FRP to the other enclosure tubes in the
order shown in the diagram.

The enclosure net is now
completed step 6.

and you have

6

R

USING THE TRAMPOLINE
Before using your trampoline, check again that
there is enough clearance around it. Maintain a
clear space of 2.5 metres (8.2 feet) on all sides of
the trampoline.
Also check that the area is free from walls,
structures, fences, tarmac and other hard surfaces
and other play areas.

2.5m
8.2ft

7.3m
24ft

Ensure that there is 7.3 metres (24 feet) clearance
above the trampoline.
Also check that there are no overhanging objects
in the area above the trampoline.

To enter the trampoline, unzip the door and climb
in.
Always close the doorway before using the
trampoline.

Door
zip
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L-tube with T-connector + welded
tube
Top tube
-tube with T-connector + welded
tube
Top tube (curve)
Centre leg
Extension leg
5.5” spring
7” spring
Jumping mat
Safety frame pad
Spring tool
User manual and Safety placard
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Bottom enclosure poles
Top enclosure poles
Plastic Cap (This part has been attached to
the top of top enclosure poles 14)
Black G3 poles
Enclosure netting
Foam sleeve
Self tapping screws
Set of Cord

